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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 My full name is Graham James Harrington.  My experience and 

qualifications are set out in my evidence in chief dated 13 February 2015. 

 

1.2 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to 

comply with it. I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I 

am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, 

and that this evidence is within my area of expertise, except where I state 

that I am relying on the evidence of another person.   

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 My rebuttal evidence is provided in response to the evidence in chief filed 

by Mr Warren Lewis for Cashmere Park Trust and Cashmere Rural 

Landowners Incorporated 20 February 2015. 

 

3. SUBMITTER #328 - CASHMERE PARK TRUST AND CASHMERE RURAL 

LANDOWNERS INCORPORATED – EVIDENCE OF WARREN LEWIS 

 

History of flooding   

 

3.1 Section 4 of Mr Lewis’ evidence notes that there has been a history of 

flooding in Henderson’s Basin to various levels at various times. 

 

3.2 This serves to confirm that Hendersons Basin has flooded historically and 

that from a surface water planning perspective forms a natural ponding 

basin that is important to the management of flooding, particularly in the 

Heathcote River.  This natural ponding serves to moderate the peak 

discharges in the Heathcote River and it is the main reason that the 

Council identified this area as one of the Flood Ponding Areas in the 

Variation 48 to the present City Plan. 

 

3.3 I do note that the observed levels in the 1977 storm, taken from flood 

marks, are shown in Table 9 of the 1977 NIWA "Heathcote River and 
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Henderson’s Basin hydraulic model calibration" report to vary between 

18.6m and 18.85m compared with Mr Lewis’ figure of 18.4m in his table in 

his paragraph 4.1.    

 

3.4 However, historic flood levels are not used to define the levels for the 

Flood Ponding Areas or for Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 

(FLFMAs).  The pRDP levels are determined by the modelling of a 1/200 

year rainfall event with a 16% increase allowance for the potential effects 

of rainfall intensity as a result of climate change.  It is expected therefore 

that the modelled flood levels will be in excess of those experienced in the 

recent history. 

 

History of modelling   

 

3.5 Mr Lewis describes the changes to the model results that have occurred 

over the years in section 5 of his evidence, and suggests that the present 

model should be peer reviewed. 

 

3.6 It is clear from this long history presented by Mr Lewis that the present 

model has been the subject of a number of reviews over the years and I 

have addressed the matter of peer review in section 8 of my evidence in 

chief. 

 

3.7 The modelling scenario has changed over time as experience has been 

gained in the modelling work.  In particular, the modelling has 

demonstrated that the critical storm duration of the Hendersons Basin is 

now known to be about 36 hours compared with earlier estimates as low 

as 16 hours.  This means that the design storm produces more rainfall 

depth and thus fills the basin to a greater extent.  Added to this is the 16% 

increase in rainfall intensity as the allowance for climate change.  It is no 

surprise therefore that the modelling estimates of the 1/200 year level in 

Henderson’s Basin has increased over time. 

 

3.8 Mr Lewis mentions in his paragraph 5.3 that a "fudge factor" was used to 

obtain a calibration in the June 2007 model.   While I understand the use of 

such a mechanism used in modelling, I have confirmed with NIWA that no 

such factor was used in the overlays shown on the pDRP maps. 
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Recent council works  

 

3.9 Mr Lewis raises the recent Council works, which enlarged the culverts 

crossing Milns Road and Sparks Road.  Mr Lewis suggests that this work 

has removed much of the retention capacity of the basin, above those 

culverts.  He implies that these changes have not been included in the 

modelling.  

 

3.10 The original culverts had a history of being unable to pass the flood events 

over the last few years without spilling over the road and causing a 

nuisance.  The new culverts are designed to pass a 50 year event without 

causing that nuisance flooding.  I would expect that in a 200 year event 

they would again be of insufficient capacity and some flood water would 

again spill over the roads. 

  

3.11 This nuisance flooding however does not detain a significant volume with 

respect to the very large storage in Hendersons Basin.  This volume of 

water ultimately ends up being detained in Hendersons Basin and so I 

would not expect any material difference in the ponding levels which are 

used in the pRDP as a result of this minor change to the flood model. 

 

3.12 It is noteworthy that the scenario used for determining the FLFMA 

generally disregards major flood defences such as the stopbanks on the 

Avon River on the assumption that such defences are likely to have failed 

in an over-design event.  Certainly, the constructed flood detention in the 

upper Heathcote catchment would be overwhelmed in such events as 

would any of the detention facilities referred to in paragraph 6.3 of 

Mr Lewis’s evidence.  

 

Recent flooding 

 

3.13 Mr Lewis comments in paragraph 6.7 that Hendersons Basin "quickly 

floods" and was a major contributor to flooding in the Heathcote in 2014. 

 

3.14 The major flooding event of 2014 was on 4 and 5 March.  There was 

indeed considerable flooding in the lower Heathcote River. 
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3.15 I accompanied a photographer in a helicopter flight at about 3.30pm on the 

5th of March around the flooded areas of the city and was surprised to note 

that in spite of the depth of rainfall that had fallen in the catchment, 

Hendersons Basin was not particularly full.  This was a surprise to me as I 

had expected widespread and deep flooding.  The first photograph below 

shows the extensive continuous sheet flooding that occurred following the 

storm in August 1992.  The second photograph shows the flooding that 

occurred following the storm in March 2014. 
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3.16 Mr Lewis has not produced any factual information to support this assertion 

of the basin quickly flooding.  My view is that each event has its own 

unique set of antecedent conditions in terms of soil moisture and rainfall 

distribution during the event, such that attempting to draw such 

conclusions with the wide range of variables and in the absence of data is 

risky. 

 

3.17 The pRDP storm scenario is an idealised storm event which is used as a 

standard and does not have the same range of uncontrolled factors to 

assess when it is used to predict flooding levels 

 

Land settlement due to seismic action 

 

3.18 Mr Lewis asserts that Hendersons Basin has settled by about 100mm and 

that this change should mean that the flooding level should also drop by 

100mm. 

 

3.19 The 2015 model is a 1D/2D model which uses the land surface 

represented as the post-earthquake LiDAR levels on which to pond water 

and thus the modelling reflects the actual post-earthquake surface.  The 

2007 modelling used a 1D model that represented the storage on the 

floodplain and flow paths differently.  Using the LiDAR surface is  likely to 

give a better representation of reality than the earlier 1D modelling. 

 

Tonkin and Taylor modelling  

 

3.20 At paragraph 9.3 of his evidence, Mr Lewis has suggested that the Tonkin 

and Taylor (T&T) model could be adapted for use by the Council and this 

would probably be "better than a peer review". 

 

3.21 I have commented on the T&T model and its application within the Council 

in my evidence in chief at paragraphs 8.4 and 9.14 to the effect that we do 

use the model results derived by T&T for as a form of cross check on the 

DHI model results 
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Further information supplied to Mr Lewis 

 

3.22 Mr Lewis made an email request for additional information on modelling 

which was the subject of his application to produce supplementary 

evidence dated 23 February 2015.  The email request covered a range of 

matters and included a request for some documentation of model reports 

which were supplied.  A copy of my email response is annexed as 

Appendix A which includes my responses interspersed and following each 

of Mr Lewis' questions.    

 

3.23 The Council did not initially release a 2011 NIWA report because NIWA 

requested we keep that report confidential.  NIWA's request was as 

follows: “Please keep this internal to CCC.  This report has not been 

through NIWA's formal quality control and peer review process.  It is not 

included in the NIWA Client Report series and must not, therefore, be 

referenced in other documents.  The report serves purely to document the 

work done and results obtained”. 

 

3.24 The report contains an initial view of the effects of the earthquake changes 

to the topography in the Lower Heathcote on the flooding patterns.  The 1D 

model was changed to incorporate the post-earthquake re-surveyed river 

cross sections and the new 1D representation of post-earthquake ground 

surface.   

 

3.25 The model has subsequently been substantially modified by being 

converted by DHI from a 1D model to a 1D/2D model which directly uses 

the LiDAR ground surface and is therefore regarded as a more realistic 

model representation.   The DHI model conversion report has been 

supplied to Mr Lewis.   This DHI report supersedes the draft NIWA 2011 

report because the 1D model is no longer used.   All the subsequent 

Heathcote modelling, including that for the pRDP has been performed with 

the new 1D/2D model.  

 

3.26 After taking legal advice, the Council provided Mr Lewis with the draft 

NIWA 2011 report on 27 February 2015. 
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3.27 I also note that I responded to a phone call from Mr Lewis on 26 February 

2015 and answered a number of further questions and, at his request, 

supplied him with a copy of the “Stormwater Modelling Specification for 

Flood Studies” which was produced by GHD in 2012 as a means of 

ensuring that models built for the Council by various consultants conform 

to an appropriate and common standard. 

 

 

 

 

Graham James Harrington 

27 February 2015 
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Appendix A – copy of email to Mr Lewis 

(Answers to Mr Lewis’s questions are interspersed in the email response) 

 
 

From: Warren Lewis [mailto:warren@lewisandbarrow.co.nz]  
Sent: Monday, 2 February 2015 1:35 p.m. 

To: Alice Sinclair 

Cc: Chch Plan - Info 
Subject: Modelling of the Heathcote River Submission 328 by Cashmere Park Trust 

& Cashmere Rural Landowners - Flooding - Natural Hazards 

 
Hi Alice, 
 
Thank you for your email of 28 January 2015. 
 
Could you please arrange for me to get a copy of the Heathcote River Model map 
mentioned in Council's Memorandum of 9 January 2015. 
 
Could you also ask the Council to provide me with the following information in 
regard to the modelling. 
 
1. The basis for the model including: 
  
a)  When the waterway cross sections were measured and how?  
All the cross sections downstream of Colombo St were re-surveyed in April 2011.  
Cross sections upstream of Colombo St have not been recently surveyed since about 
1996.  It is evident that there is significant change in the downstream end of the 
surveyed cross sections - however there has not significant change in the upstream 
end of this range of cross sections surveyed.  
  
b)  What datum the levels are set to and when that datum was set?  
The datum used is the one set by the Christchurch Drainage Board and adopted by 
the Council when it took over the duties of the Drainage Board in 1989.  This datum 
was set in 1878 at 50 feet below the floor of the Cathedral. 
  
c)  What the difference is between the datum used and mean sea level?  
The datum is 9.043m below mean sea level as measured in 1937 .   MSL 1937 is the 
standard adopted by the Drainage Board which we continue to use today.   
  
d)  How were land levels measured?  
Land levels are mostly measured by Lidar 
  
e)  What Manning's N values were used for each waterway and how these were 
derived?  
 See attached spreadsheet downloaded from the present model by DHI   In terms of 
derivation : - Some work was done by NIWA to calibrate the Mannings N values - 
however in the smaller channels these would mostly be determined by judgement. 
   
f)  Where the rainfall figures were derived from?  
The rainfall figures were derived from a review of rainfall by NIWA in 2009 plus a 16% 
increase for climate change effects 
  
g)  The infiltration rates for each area related to time of rainfall and time since 
previous rainfall.  

mailto:warren@lewisandbarrow.co.nz
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 This data is included in the attached GHD Status report 
   
h)  How were the flood levels derived for areas close to the sea?  
Flood levels close to the sea are derived from estimated tide levels by Derek 
Goring ,  who is a coastal scientist who provided statistical information on tide levels 
for various return intervals.  For the purposes of the proposed Replacement District 

Plan (pRDP) we have added a 1m allowance for sea level rise   
  
i)  Were the upper Henderson Basin retention ponds included in the model?  
 If this means Awatea basin then yes.  If this means the new basins downstream of 
Milnes Estate then they have not been included however they would be 
inconsequential in the 1/200 year event which is used for the pRDP because they 
would be overwhelmed. 
   
j)  Were the recently installed extra pipes used Milns Road and Sparks Road 
included in the model?  
 The model includes a a 900mm pipe crossing Milnes Rd and a 1200mm pipe 
crossing Sparks Rd. 
  
2. The correlation achieved between modelling and river flows at each recording 
station, for each event used to correlate the model.  
 See the attached model conversion report   
 
3. What retention basins are incorporated in the model and how are the outlets 
restricted?  
 Awatea, Douglas Clifford and Wigram detention basins are included.   The outlets 
are controlled by weirs as indicated in the attached spreadsheet. 
 
4. What building footprint date was chosen for the modelling?   
 The design runs use the maximum probable development (MPD) based on the land 
zoning 
  
5. What structures are incorporated in the model that cause significant energy 
loss?  
 See the attached list of structures downloaded from the model by DHI 
  
6. A copy of the modeller's report.  
The NIWA report  dated June 2011was provided to the CCC under an obligation of 
confidence as it was a preliminary report  that had not been through NIWA's formal 
quality control and peer review process.  This has in effect been superseded by the 
following 2 reports.  I have attached a more recent model status report done by 
GHD and the model conversion report by DHI.  
 
7. Have any staff gauges in the Heathcote Catchment been adjusted post 
earthquake to the CCC Datum?  
The staff gauges associated with the water level recorders have been adjusted since 

the earthquakes  to the CCC Datum by Council surveyors. These are the only gauges 

that are used to supply data for model calibration purposes. 
 
8. Have any of the recommendations of the NIWA report CHC2007-043 (revised) 
June 2007 being acted upon yet?  
  
The recommendations are in red italics below 

1. Modelling of peak water levels in Henderson’s Basin is sensitive to peak 

water levels in Cashmere Stream downstream of the confluence of 

Cashmere 

Stream and Henderson’s Drain. In order to more accurately model the 
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behaviour of the sub-basins during flood events, it is recommended that a 

flow 

gauging site be established in Cashmere Stream downstream of this point. 

There is a suitable location upstream of the bridge at Penruddock Rise 

which 

could be used for this purpose. Ideally a flow site should also be established 

on Stillwells Drain so that both outlets of the basin are covered. Having flow 

information at both outlets of Henderson’s Basin would greatly assist in 

future 

model calibration and verification.      
Not implemented  - but the model is now a 2D model rather than a 1D model 

so these matters are less relevant.  

2. A rain-gauge should be reinstated within the Hoon Hay Valley catchment 

to 

tie in with flow data from the Hoon Hay Stream at Weir recorder site. 

Having 

both rainfall and flow data within the catchment would allow a better 

estimate 

of the catchment hydrological parameters to be made. It would also provide 

a 

useful check on the overall hydrological behaviour of the hill sub-

catchments, 

which currently is based solely on data from the Bowenvale catchment.     

Not implemented however we now have access to gauge corrected radar 

which extends the rainfall over the complete catchment 

3. The temporary plywood half-v-notch weir installed on the Bowenvale 

flume 

for low-flow measurement should be replaced with a permanent fixture.  

Not implemented however we now have access to gauge corrected radar 

which extends the rainfall over the complete catchment 

4. The Heathcote River at Ferniehurst Street recorder site should be gauged 

regularly to obtain a current rating for the site and to extend the rating to 

higher flows. This is important in order to obtain ongoing reliable flow data. 

Note, NIWA installed a Hydrologger water level recorder at the site in mid- 

2003, and this has improved the data quality and reliability of the water level 

record. Ongoing reliable flow data is required to improve estimates of flood 

frequency and to verify the hydraulic calibration of the Heathcote River at 

Ferniehurst Street for current conditions. 

Gaugings have been performed in both the Cashmere stream and the 

Heathcote during the recent major event  in March 2014  

5 Staff gauges should be established in the main drains feeding into 

Henderson’s Basin and on the Cashmere/Worsleys Valley ponding area to 

enable flood levels over events to be readily monitored.  

There are a number of non-monitored gauges throughout the catchment - 

however the focus is on the monitored gauges  

6. The modelled reach of the Heathcote River from the Opawa Road Bridge 

to 

Radley Street would be better represented as a quasi-2D model in which the 

floodplains and main river are specified as separate but linked branches. 

For 
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the purpose of modelling the calibration events, the river in this reach was 

assumed to be confined within the stopbanks. This was necessary to avoid 

the 

over-bank areas being incorrectly treated as flooded when the flood level 

exceeded ground level on the berms but not stopbank level. Whilst not 

urgent, 

consideration should be given to this at some stage in the future.  
Implemented - The model is now a quasi-2D model  

7. The hydrological and hydraulic model predictions should be reviewed as 

more 

data becomes available.  
There is ongoing review of the model  
  
  
  
  
 9. What number of properties are now in the Flood Management areas of 
Christchurch? 
 I have attached a table from the Section 32 report which contains this sort of 
information 
  

 
Regards 
 
Warren Lewis  
Chartered Professional Engineer 
BE (Hons) MIPENZ ANZIM 
 
LEWIS & BARROW LTD 
Consulting Civil and Structural Engineers 
Ph: 03 366 4320 
Mobile: 0274 324-599 
Fax: 03 365 7069 
www.lewisandbarrow.co.nz 
 
IMPORTANT | The contents of this e-mail may be privileged and confidential. Any 
unauthorised use of the contents is expressly prohibited. If you have received this 
message in error, please advise us by telephone (reverse charges) immediately 
and then destroy the document. Thank you. 
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